Arriving in Canberra on Sunday afternoon, both Falcon Racing and Gamma Rayzing were filled with nerves and excitement in anticipation for the next few days.

Registration really set the feel for the whole event with both teams handing over two very competitive and highly organised documentation. Usually this process can take up to 20 minutes. This time round teams were early in and back out within less that 10 minutes making the judges and coordinators extremely impressed and wishing well for the next few days.

One of the highlights for the first day was both teams presenting and thanking Mr Gorrie with a half, half team shirt using both teams graphic designs and logos. It was a huge surprise and very much appreciated.

Students from Gamma Rayzing (Year 11, Hannah Clancy, Jordan Duncan, Troy Minor, Luke Pappandrea and Matthew Said) and Falcon Racing (Year 10, Luisa Barillaro, Elyse Beauchamp, Nicholas Kotevski Damon Kouloris and Brayden McMonigal) kicked of the official Day 1 with unloading both trailers with their pits and all the other technological elements to make up their National Pit Stand. From both teams this can be one of the most stressful and draining features of the program, setting up their display in a timed allotment and for many it is the first time they have seen their pit together fully.
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